STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill the appropriate space to your liking. See this.

FEDERAL OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT
JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

To vote on a proposed constitutional amendment, write "YES" in the space beside the amendment. Write "NO" if you do not want it voted on. The amendment to be voted on is the one listed as "Yes".

CITY OFFICES

MAYOR
MATT W. CAMPBELL Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
Marilyn Paterson

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER
INDIVIDUAL SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 2 (SAUK RAPIDS-SCOE)

COUNTY OFFICES

COUNTRY COMMISSIONER
EARL BUTCH KOSTOWSKI Republican

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 6
RENEE HOLT Republican

U.S. SENATOR
JOHN BREDT Republican

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT SUPERVISOR DISTRICT 1
WANE BAXLEY Republican

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 12A
PHILLIP GREGOZIAN Republican

STATE SENATOR
JON SEVERSON Republican

VOTE FOR ONE

LOCAL OFFICES

MAYOR
JAY A. KENN Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
MARK HALL Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
JANE BAGLEY Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
CATHY TURNER Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
JOHN M. MCKEE Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
JACQUIE SPAGNOLO Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
CAROLYN CRAWFORD Republican

COUNCIL MEMBER
SARAH PALIN Republican